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Summary.-Flight measurements have been made of the phugoid motion of the Hoverfty Slk. I helicopter.
following an arbitrary longitudinal displacement of Ihe control, Ihe latter being returned to its initial position and
held fixed . The tests were done throughout the speed range for power-on conditions and in autorotation for various
centre 01gravity positions and lor forward and backward initial displacement 01 the slick"

In power-on flight there is a large variation in the dynamic stick-fixed stability with speed . From zero airspeed
up to 35 m.p.h. and at airspeeds above 50 m.p.h, the phugoid motion is divergent, but for the speed range 35 to
50 m.p.h. Ihe helicopter is stable. '

In autorotation, there is"Jillle change in Ihe dynamic slability with speed. Below about 30 m.p.h. the phugoid
amplitude tends to increase slowly. and above this speed the amplitude tends to decrease slowly.
. There is no variation in the character of the longitudinal phugoid motion with change in centre of gravity position.

Neither was any difference detected in the character of the oscillations produced by initial backward movement of
the stick, compared with those produced Irom initial forward displacement.

The theoretical estimation of the power-on stability agrees with th~ flight tests at low airspeeds, but it shows little
variation in stability with speed . In autorotation, the theoretical work agrees very well with the flight tests throughout
the speed range. The.discrepancy in the power-on tests is felt to be due 10 a large variation of the fuselage pilching
moment with speed , particularly due to the effects of the induced flow from the rotor.

1. 11!lroduclio1!.-Flight measurements of dynamic stability were considered one of the more
important items of helicopter research work. due to the influence on the flying qualities of the
helicopter and to the dearth of full-scale information. The helicopter has now developed from an
experimental type of flying machine into an operational and commercial aircraft and the stage
has been reached where considerably more attention must be paid to its general flying qualities.

During a series of general handling tests on the Hoverfly I helicopter' an initial investigation
of its longitudinal behaviour was made . These tests were of a qualitative nature and the technique
followed closely on the lines adopted on orthodox aircraft. It was shown that the stick-free
motion was purely divergent, the stick moving with the divergence. i.e.• the stick moved forward
as the dive steepened and the speed increased. In normal flight, it is the stick-free behaviour
which is most apparent to the pilot, and he must make continuous corrections against the inherent
divergent movements of the stick from its trimmed position . As the stick-free motion was purely
divergent. no further measurements were made in these conditions.

• R.A.E. Report Xo, Aero. 2244. received 17th June, 1948.
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In the stick-fixed tests' . the ensuing motion of the helicopter was found to be' of a phugoid
nature. The difficulty of maintaining the stick fixed in its initial position after a displacement
and the possible influence of the sensitive natureof the control on the behaviour of the helicopter .
were pointed out. Also, as it was not anticipated that there would be any large variation in
behaviour with speed, particular attention was not paid to the initial conditions. However, these
handlingtests did provide valuable information on the technique required in obtaining accurate
measurements of the phugoid motion, . .

An interim note' was issued, giving the preliminary results of the dynamic stability measure
ments in the level flight conditions.. The present report covers the complete range of the tests
for level flight and autorotational conditions.·

The flight measurements ' were made on a Hoverfly I, i .e., Sikorsky R-4Bhelicopter,during
the period July, 1946 to April, 1947.

2. Description of Helicopter and I nstrumentation.-The helicopter used in these tests was
Hoverfly KLl09. It has a single three-bladed main rotor of 38-ft diameter and a three-bladed '
vertical tail rotor. Themaximum all-up weight is 2,800 lb. Complete descriptions of the helicopter
and of its control system, including photographs, are given in R. & lit 2431'.

An auto-observer was installed, photographed by a 35-mm Bell ' and Howell camera, fitted
with a solenoid to give remote-controlled single-shot action. Desynn transmitters were fitted to
the two rods operating the swash plate controlling the cyclical pitch change of the blades and
were calibrated in terms of the stick position and of the cyclical pitch applied to the blades.
Desynn receivers connected in parallel with those in the auto-observer were placed in front of
the pilot . Desynn transmission was also used for measuring the collective pitch of the main rotor
blades and the pitch of the tail rotor blades.

As pointed out in Ref. 2, the aircraft airspeed system does not give accurate speed measure
ments, due to complex variations in the position error with speed , power, etc.

A special trailing pitot-static system (with an 80-ft line) was used to obtain pitot and static
pressures free from the interference 'from the helicopter. The pitat-static was mounted in a
gimbal and ball-race, allowing complete freedom to swivel in any direction. A differential pressure
gauge (used as a low-reading airspeed indicator), an altimeter and a rate-of-climb meter were
connected to the trailing pitot-static system. A low-reading airspeed indicator was connected
in parallel with the auto-observer instruments and placed in front of the pilot. Theairspeed
measurements were used primarily to give the initial flight conditions, and it will be appreciated
that during the phugoid motion the trailing pitot-static indications may lag behind the actual
helicopter conditions. .

An electrically-driven free gyro was installed to read change in attitude. The gyro could be
reset from the observer's position at the beginning of each rim. .

A normal accelerometer, engine boost gauge.vengine and rotor r.p.m, indicators and a timing
clock were also incorporated in the auto-observer. . . ' .

. 3. Flight Testing Technique.-The essential feature of the flight testing technique was to make
certain that the control was returned to, and remained steady, in its initial position after displace
ment. It was not considered advisable nor practical to fit a rigid clamp to the controls, due to
the vibration present. During the tests the pilot obtained the steady initial conditions required
and noted the desynn reading of the stick position. . The control was then displaced, returned to
its initial position and firmly held by the pilot . . The firmness of the pilot's grip was the main
feature in maintaining the trimmed position, and. the use of the .Desynn indications to ensure
that the stick did not wander from its initial position was a secondary consideration. Attempts
were made to maintain the constant control position by holding the stick loosely and trying to
keep the Desynn readings constant, but this led to continuous over-correction.
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Simultaneous time histories of the flight conditions and.control positions were obtained during
the longitudinal phugoid motion. On analysis of the films the only measurements used were those
in which the control position variations during the motion were very small. In the majority of
the records the random variations in the stick position during the -run were within ±t in. of
the trimmed position corresponding to a change in cyclical pitch amplitude of 0·3 deg .

4. Range of Tests.-The stick-fixed longitudinal stability tests covered power-on and auto
rotational conditions throughout the speed range 0 to 60 m.p.h, at various loading conditions.

The power-on phugoid tests were started from straight and level flight at constant height,
except at the very low airspeeds, wherethere was insufficient power to maintain height. There
was therefore a powervariation with forward speed and the initial conditions of boost pressure,

,engine and rotor r.p.m, and blade-pitch angle are given graphically in Fig. 1:'

In the autorotation tests, the majority of the measurements were made at the minimum pitch '
of 2'~ deg, but a few tests were done- at 4 deg pitch. The rotor speed and rate of descent are
given against forward airspeed in Fig, 2. '

All tests were made at a height of about 3,000 ft.

The power-on measurements were made at four loading conditions and three.centre of gravity
positions as detailed below, the fourth condition being a check flight at higher weight but at the

, same centre of gravity position, as in Case 1. : "

Case Take-off Weight C.G. Position
I 2700 '0· 5 in . aft of rotor shaft

, 2 2730 3·0 in. aft of rotor shaft
3 , 2800 3·0 in. forward of shaft
4 2800 0·5 in. aft of shaft. .

In the autorotation tests only loadings I and 3 were used,

'In each condition measurements of the longitudinal phugoid motion were made for backward '
and forforward initial displacement of the stick. -

5. Method of Analysis."":-The variations of the helicopter attitude with time, obtained from the
, attitude gyro records, were used to define the period and damping factor of the phugoid motion,
as speeds could not be measured to the required accuracy during the changing conditions,
particularly at the lower end of the speedrange. "

The envelope of the attitude-time oscillations was assumed to be of the form

(J = (JoeY,

where°represents the attitude angle
and A the damping factor.

In some conditions the phugoid motion was so rapidly divergent that it was not possible to
draw the envelope curve. The 'value of A in such cases was obtained by using any two peaksof
the phug~id Oland 0, occurring at times t1 and t, according to the formula '

A = log. (0,/° 1) .

t, - t1

The possible length of run during 't he phugoid motion varied considerably with the initial
conditions. In the power-on conditions, at about 60 m.p.h. the divergence was rapid, and this
necessitated recovery action during the third period of the oscillation. At 50 m.p.h. the phugoid
was of constant amplitude and could becontinued fot any desired length oftime, ,
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In most cases five to six consecutive periods were measured, but in one or two runs the motion
was continued as far as ten periods. Between 20 and 30 m.p.h, the rate of divergence of the
oscillation was so great that, for the smallest practical initial displacement, the.speed during the
second period became negative with the helicopter in a nose-up attitude. As .the 'tail slide'
developed there was a serious nose-down pitching of the helicopter. The angular velocity during
this, as obtained from the time histories of the attitude, was of the order of 20 deg/sec, but cases
of over 40 deg/sec have been measured. Even with recovery action taken on the controls the
helicopter had achieved nose-down attitudes 'of about 60 deg in some cases when the rotation
stopped. In some cases the pitching motion was accompanied bya yawingmotion of the helicopter.

BelowZum.p.h. it was impossible to obtain satisfactory phugoids from a backward displace- ·
ment of the stick, as the nose-up attitude of the helicopter reduced the airspeed below zero
and the nose-down pitching motion occurred during the first period. For a forward displacement
one complete period could be obtained before the pitching occurred, and this allowed an evaluation
of the damping factor. . .

The pitching motion described above was identical with the behaviour of the helicopter
following blade-pitch reduction from high blade angles, when flying at zero airspeed, as discussed

.in Ref. 1.

In autorotation the dynamic stability is about neutral and does not vary largely with speed.
The main limitation to the length of run is the height available for obtaining steady. conditions,
carrying out the test and regaining level flight. At very low airspeed it is extremely difficult to
obtain a simple phugoid, as the longitudinal motion soon develops into a rotary swinging motion
like that of a descending parachute. . . .

6. Results.-Typical time histories of the airspeed, height, attitude and. control positions
during the longitudinal phugoid motion are given in Figs . 3 to 9. Theserecords have been selected
to illustrate the different stability conditions encountered at the various speeds in power-on and
autorotational ~ight. ' . , . ' '

The dynamic stability characteristics are given in terms of the damping factor, periodic time
of oscillation, and time to double (or halve) the amplitude in Figs . 10, 11 and 12 respectively
for the 'power-on conditions. It will be seen that there are large changes in the stability with
speed. At low airspeed the period is about 17 sec and the time to double the amplitude is about
5 sec. At about 35 m.p.h, there is a sudden improvement in stability from a rapidly divergent
oscillation to an equally rapidly damped one within a speed range of a few m.p.h, At 40 m.p.h, .
the period is 14sec and the time to halve the amplitude about 6sec. The stability then deteriorates.
giving a constant amplitude oscillation with a 17-secperiod at 50 m.p.h. and divergent oscillations
at higher speeds. .

, It is worthy of note that at 50 m.p.h. the constant-amplitude oscillation occurred in every case
and could be continued for any desired length of time. However, at 35 m.p.h, a constant- ,
amplitude phugoid was obtained in only one case, and it lasted for three periods before a divergent
oscillation developed; In all other cases (many of which were not recorded by auto-observer) an 
increasing or decreasing oscillation was encountered, the increasing oscillation occurring much
more frequently. . . ,

The stability characteristics in autorotation are givenin Figs. ·13 and 14 in terms of 'damping
factor and period of oscillation respectively. In this case the times to doubleor halve the amplitude
are very long and have not been given . In autorotation there is little change in the dynamic

.stability with speed. The period is roughly constant at 13! sec throughout the speed range, and
the amplitude increases slowly for speeds below about 30 m.p.h, and decreases slowly above this
speed. . .

In both the power-on and autorotation tests th~re is no measurable difference in the longitudinal
motion set up fromforward or from backward initial displacement of the stick. A difference in
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behaviour .was quoted in Ref. I, but as these tests were of a general nature, done at what is now
known to be a condition of changing stability with speed and no direct check on the accuracy
of the stick position, they should be disregarded in the light of the present tests. . .

The effect of centre of gravity variation was tested mainly in the power-on conditions and no
. difference in the longitudinal behaviour of the helicopter could be detected as the centre of
gravity position was varied. .

7. Comparison with Theoretical Estimation.-A theoretical estimation of the dynamic stability
characteristics, for comparison with the flight measurements, has been made by G. J. Sissingh.
In Appendix I an outline of the theoretical treatment isgiven. Ageneral single-rotor configuration
with hinged blades is discussed and then the particular Sikorsky R-4B layout is considered under
the given test conditions. Indications of the methods of obtaining the various rotor derivatives
are also given, The available wind-tunnel data for the rotor and fuselage derivatives was very
poor, but the assumptions made in the useof these derivatives are also included in the Appendix.

The comparison of the ' theoretical estimation with the flight measurements is included in
.Figs. 10 and 11 for the power-on conditions and in Figs. 13 and 14 for the autorotation tests. It
will be seen that in the level flight conditions the comparison is very good at low airspeed. .At
about 3S m.p.h. the measured stability improves very rapidly but this is not shown by the
theoretical estimation. This discrepancy is thought to be due to the influence of the-fuselage 
pitching moment. ' In hovering or at very low airspeed the slipstream is roughly uniform and
acts downwards on areas of the same order fore and aft of the lateral axis through the centre of

, gravity. As the airspeed increases the slipstream is inclined backward and affects only the
fuselage aft of the centre of gravity. As the airspeed is further increased the slipstream affects
less and less of the fuselage surfaces, and also the velocity of the air in the slipstream approaches
that of the free air. Thus, changes in fuselage pitching moment with forward speed and with
power would be expected in the static condition. In addition there will be changes in pitching
moment with attitude. The linear and angular accelerations during the oscillatory motion will
introduce further effects from the fuselage pitching moment. The effect of the induced flow from
the rotor on the fuselage pitching moment could not be allowed for in the theoretical treatment.

In the autorotation tests the comparison of the estimated and measured quantities is very good
throughout the speed range . A better agreement in autorotational flight than in power-on
conditions.was to be expected due to the lack of induced flow effects and to the fact. that there
are more available wind-tunnel data on rotor characteristics for low values of blade pitch.

. .
. 8. Effect of Gusts.---'-It was particularly noticeable in flying the helicopter that atmospheric
gusts had very much less effect than that usually experienced on fixed-wing aircraft. This feature,
commented on briefly in the report on the general handling tests', was confirmed in the present
series of tests.· . .

Several flights were made in rough air conditions at 20 and 60 rn.p.h. in level flight, i.e., in the
regions of instability. As previously there were small variations in the stick position, as a rigid
clamp was not used. These variations were slightly greater than in the phugoid tests, due to the
effect of the helicopter motion in the rough air, particularly directionally, on the pilot's attempts
to keep the stick fixed. The effect of these stick displacements may be relatively important.
However, with this experimental limitation on the accuracy of the stick-fixed position, the
helicopter .was flown through severe gusts without showing any tendency to develop the unstable
phugoids. .

A preliminary theoretical investigation of the effect of gusts on the 'helicopter shows this to
be ofan entirely different nature to that produced from stick displacement. Whereas a fore-and-aft
movement of the stick produces a longitudinal tilting of the disc, flying straight into a gust gives
a direct effect on the lift and a lateral tilting of the disc. This is, of course, due to the phase
difference between the change in incidence of a hinged blade and the position of resultant blade
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displacement. There is also a tendency to produce a longitudinal tilting of the disc, but as this
t erm is only of the order of one-tenth of the lateral moment and the pitching moment of inertia
of the helicopter is about ten times that in roll, the longitudinal effect is negligible in comparison
to the lateral effects. Thus, stated .simply, t he effect of flying a helicopter with flapping blades
straight into a verticalgust produces a roll of the helicopter.

9. Conclusirms.- 9.1. In level flight with t he st ick fixed the longitudinal phugoid motion ofthe
HoverflyI is very unstable at low airspeeds. At about 35 m.p.h. the stability suddenly improves,
and there is a stable region from 35 to 50 m.p.h. Above 50 m.p.h. the helicopt er is agam unstable.

9.2. The rapid changes in stability with speed in the power-on Condit ions are thought to be
due to the influence on the induced flow from the rotor on the fuselage pitching moments .

9.3: In autorotation the helicopter is slightly unstable below 30 m.p.h. and becomes stable
above this speed.

9.4. The position of the centre of gravity has no effect on the stick-fixed I,?ngitudinal stabili ty..

9.5. No difference could be detected between oscillations produced by initial forward movement
of the stick compared with those produced from initial backward movement .

9.6. The theoretical estimation of the stability agrees with the flight tests in au toro ta t ion and
at low airspeeds in the power-on conditions. At higher forward speeds there is a large discrepancy,
where th e rapid changes of stab ility with speed were found in flight .

10. Further Devdopments.-IO.1. Further st ability tests will be made on another- type of
helicopter (the Sikorsky 5-51) where absence of vibration in the stick will improve the flight
test accuracy and the fuselage will have a much smaller influence on the behaviour of the
helicopter. ' _ '

10.2. The influence of a tailplane on the st ability of the helicopter will also be investigated.

10.3. A more detailed investigation of the effect of gusts on the helicopter in theory and by
flight tests will be made.

.10.4. A general report on the theoretical estimation of the stability ofthe single-roto r helicopter'
with hinged blades is in preparation. .

LIST OF SYlIIBOLS

Non-dimensional coefficient of rotor

Slope of lift curve of blade section

Coning angle
Coefficient of cos If in Fourier series for flapping angle

= aa./ott
= ca,low
= aa,foq
= oa./o fl .
= oa,/oa.
Factor allowing for tip loss, generally taken as O' 98
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b Number of blades of rotor

b, radn Coefficient of sin v in Fourier series for flapping angle

c ft Chord of blade at O·7R

CL, CD Lift, drag coefficients of rotor referred to flight speed and disc area

L k D . k
CL = = -!:. CD- =2tpV'nR' 1",' tpV'nR' .1",'

CD" Fuselage drag coefficient, = , ~, a
. 2P «R

c; Fuselage pitching-moment coefficient, = V'~' R
. lp . x .

CL,a cCLial>. . .

I CL," ; cCL/Ol" ,
I CD,. acD/a I>.

I c.: ccD/al',

I CD./i cCD,,/ai,
D Ib Rotor dragI

i
i D, Ib Fuselage drag

I eu ft Distance of flapping hinge from axis of rotation
I fR ft Fore-and-aft position of rotor shaft relative to e.g. of helicopter

I, Icosi-hsini

I Suffix denotingfuselage

hR ft Distance of rotor hub above e.g.

h, h cos i + I sin i

I . ft lb sec' Total moment of inertia of helicopter about y-axis

I, ft lb sec' Contribution of the blades to I where

I,
~

ft lb sec'

radn

I, bW,{hR), [1 + f' + a,S + e{e + s) ]
g h,' h 2h' ,

Moment of inertia of blade about flapping hinge

Rotor incidence, angle between relative wind and a plane perpendicular to
the rotor shaft

Lift, drag coefficients ofrotor referred to tip speed and disc area

. L - D
kL = !p{QR)'nR' kL tP{QR)'nR'

«:
k~'lfl

kv,o

k~.l-'l

Thrust coefficient kT

akL/c I>.

akL/cl' ,

akD/c I>.

akD/cl'l
7

T
tp{.QR)'"R'
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p

1'0

l'
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a

f)

Ib

Ib ft

Ib ft

radnjsec

radn/sec

ft

ft'

ft

Ib

Ib

see

sec

sec
ft{sec

ft/sec

it/sec

Ib

Ib

Ib

radn

radn

radn

radn

Rotor.lift

Pitching moment

Weight mome~t of blade about flapping hinge

oM/ou
oM/ow
oM/oq
Angular velocity of helicopter about the y-axis

Angular velocity of helicopter about the rotor hub centre. . . .

, Root of the frequency equation

Suffix denoting rotor

Rotor radius

Rotor disc area

Distance of e.g. of blade from flapping,hinge

Centrifugal force ofall blades'

Thrust of rotor in.hovering flight

Periodic time of oscillation

Time to half amplitude in a damped oscillation

Time to doubleamplitude in an increasing oscillation
Small disturbance of velocity V in the x-direction

Velocity of undisturbed flight

Small disturbance of velocity V in the a-direction

Weight of helicopter

Weight of one rotor blade

Rectang~larsyst em of axes with origin coincident with c.g. of helicopter
and the x-axis indicates direction of undisturbed flight

Forces in direction of corresponding axes

oX/ou; oX~w, o)(/oq,
OZ/ou, oZ/ow, oZ/oq
Effective angle of attack of rotor = i + iJ,

Flapping angle p == a o - a, cos 'P - b, sin 'P - •.••• •

. R'pca
Mass constant of blade = -r;-
Apparent mass constant of blade

Non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficient of rotor

Angle of rotation in pitch '

Angles of rotation in pitch at times i, and t; '

Instantaneous pitch of blade at 0·7 radn and given by 0 = 00 + 0, sin 'i'
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0,

J.

fl l,Q

•
p

T

x

Q

QR

radn

radn

slugs/ft'

radn

radn

radn

.radnjsec

it/sec

Pitch of blade with no cyclical pitch imposed

Cyclical pitch due to longitudinal control

Damping coefficient for the longitudinal motion

Tip speed ratio V/QR

. O(Jl/0rx

Non-dimensional aerodynamic coefficient of rotor

Air density

Solidity of rotor = bclnR

-Angle of climb

Attitude of rotor shaft relative to the vertical positive if the shaft is inclined
backward . _ . ' . .

Blade azimuth angle measured from downwind position in the direction of
rotation . . ' .

Angular velocity of rotor

Tip speed of rotor
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APPENDIX I

Calculation of the Longitudinal Dynamic Stability

(1)

(5)

(6)

(7)

...

1. Equations of Motion.- T he equa tions of motion are referred to the normal rectangular
x, y, a-system of axes, with the origin coincident with the centre of gravity of the helicopter and
the x-direction parallel to the flight path. ' .

The equations 'for the equilibrium of th e forces and moments (see Fig. 15) may be written
W .

X.u +Xww +X,q - Wo COS T'- - u = 0 ,
. g .

Z Z Z TV " W v W . ()
. •11 + .w + II - , 0 sm T +g q - g W = 0 , 2

M .u + M .w + M.q - Lq = 0 . (3).

These equations could be conveniently expressed in non-dimensional form by taking the mass
of the helicopt er (W/g) as th e unit of mass, the rotor radius (R) as the unit of length and
W/gpV"R' or W/gpIJR"R' as the unit of time, the latter unit of time being used when hovering
conditions are being considered. .

The pitching moment about the centre of gravity due to the rotor (see Fig. 16) is given as

M. = - RX. (It cos i + f sin i) - RZ. (f cos i ~ h sin i) + kSeRa. , (4)

where the last term is introduced by the flapping motion of the blades.

Substituting, It. = h cos i + f sin i

. and f. = f cos i - h sin i ,

equation (4) gives . .

M..• = R(2-;:R a.,.' - X..It, - Z,.J.) ,
I

M.,_ = R (i~ al,. - X~l. - Z..f.) ,

M•.• = R(~ a.,. - X.,h.·- ·Z,./ ,) •..

(8)

(9)

where al"';' a,.• and a.~ denote the differenti als of a, with respect to 1'" c< and q respect ively-.

.The' rotation of the helicopt er about its centre of gravity imp oses on the hub linear velocities

- h,R, in the'x-directio»

and - f.R. in the z-direction,

Hence. we m!ly write

X.,. = X.~. - hIRX •.• - f.RX•.• , (10)

Z.;, = Zr,; . - h,RZ•.• - f.RZ•.• , (11)

h, 1.
al.• = al.. - IJ a.,.' - QI-'. a... . (12)

In these equations X.,•• , Z•.•• and a-;•• represent rates of change with respect to the angular
velocity q. about the rotor hub centre. '
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The derivatives X •.•• X •.w• Z.,., Z.,., a•.• and a.". are generally obtained from wind-tunnel data,
i.e., from curves of lift, drag and u. against speed ratio and 'effective' rotor incidence oc, where
the latter is given by , ,

oc=i+fJ.. . : (13)

-:-X-T+{), . (14)

There are no available measurements of the rotary derivatives, and these must therefore be '
estimated from the following equations.

16
a."o = --:- l' Q(B' - iB' cos' i) , (15)

X - T _ 16qW ( )
'.,0 - - '1 au o -1'Q(B' _ lB' cos' i) , 16

Z•.,o = 0 . (17)

The coefficient l' represents the apparent mass constant of the blades; and due to the unequal
distribution of the downwash during the pitching motion, especially at low tip speed ratios, this '
value is considerably smaller than the true value of )'0. The coefficients '1 and '11'1, can be taken
from the graphs in Figs. 21 to 22 for hovering flight. Both factors increase with increase in tip
speed ratio and approach the value unity.

2. Hovering Flight.-Hovering flight may be interpreted as a level flight condition with
velocity V = 0 and the x-axis in the undisturbed state horizontal, i.e.• T = O. These conditions
are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 17. As the influence of the fuselage derivatives may be
neglected and the rotor derivatives X"., Z." and M•.• are zero, the equations of motion (I), (2),
(3) become " '

IV '
X:,.~t + X."q - WO - g it , 0, ' . . (18)

IV
Z w - - w= 0 (1,9)r,u> g , ..

M•.•u + M•.,q - Iq = 0 . . . (20) ,

, From equation (19) it will be seen that the vertical motion of the helicopter is aperiodic.' The
exponential index (r) is gZ.,.IW. and as Z,.• is always negative this disturbance is damped.
Equations (18) and (20) give the frequency equation

"WI ,(M,.,W IX) (X 1\" . 'X M) WM - 0 . ( )r g - r g + '.. + r ',. ' r,,- '.' r•• + ',W - • 21

,- For the Sikorsky configuration the centre of gravity is on the rotor shaft ,and the flapping
hinges have no offset, i .e., - , . ". -

e , / = 0.
Hence,

(22)

M." = - hRX,., , (23)

M.,w = - hRX,.. . (24)

Thus the term r in equation (21) vanishes. and by Routh's criterion hovering flight instability
with this configuration is unavoidable. , - - . - _ ' ' - ' - '

If no wind-tunnel data is available the necessary rotor derivatives may be calculated from
the following equations. '
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IV
X"·=QR A ,

x,.. = O.

16~1V
X,•• = "I QB ' ,

(25)

(26)

(27)

IV (167] )
X ' ,f = Ii "IB ' + Ah ,

. W 2
Z~.. = - QR (2 - '1) y kT '

Z'AO = 0,
IV 2f

Z,. = QR(2 -~) yk T '

Also, from (7), (8) and (9)

Se
M". = 2Q a,,,,, - X,.•hR - Z".fR ,

. SeR .
. M". = ~ a,.• - X",)/,R - Z".fR ,

SeR
M,.. = ~ a,. - X,,.hR ~ Z,..fR •

and the derivatives are given by

. ..

••

(28)

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

•
at.• = DR'

at.. = 0,

(36)

(37)

16
a,•• = - "I QB ' • (38)

1 (16 . )a,.. = - Q "IB' + h. . (39)

In the above equations, terms containing [.csa generally be neglected. The coefficients "I, A, •
and the ratio rlr« can be taken from Figs. 19 to 22.' These curves have been calculated for
rectangular untwisted blades, but they can also be applied to other shapes of blade if the pitch
angle and solidity are referred to the 0·7 radius position.

(40)

(4I)

WCOST

~p(QR)'"R' •..

. . ( • ' lV sin T )
kD = - CDJI' , + ~p(QR)'"R' •

12

3. Helicopter Forward Flight.-The lift and drag coefficients of the helicopter rotor depend
' on the incidence 1l and the tip-speed ratio 1',. The coefficients CL and CD are referred to the disc
area and forward velocity, while kL and kD are referred to disc area and tip speed.

For equilibrium,

kL - ~..:..:.,.--;;=.:;....:.",~



In level flight, T = 0 and the equations (40), (41) become

W
k L = !p(DR)'"R' , " -"

kD = - CV.il',',

(42)

(43)

Assuming that the rotor speed is not influenced by the- small disturbances, the changes in
incidence and tip speed ratio are given by -

w ·
=V'

Hence,
. (W U)

Ll L = !p(DR)'"R' k L,. V + kL,p1 DR '

LID = !p(DR)'nR' (kv,. ~ + kD" , ::R)'

Thus, the rotor forces may be written

LlX, = LLI IX - LID •

LIZ, = - (AL + DAIX),

and from (46) and (47) ,

LlX, = !p(DR)'"R' (kL ~ - kv,.V- kV"'::R)'

AZ, = - !p(DR)'''R' (k L•• ~ + kL." ::R -+ kv ~),

Hence, we obtain the force derivatives

- X". = - !p(.QR)"R' kv,p, , -"
. 1

X"w = !p(.QR)nR' 1', (kL - kv.•) , -

Z". = - !p(.QR)nR'kL.'"
I . . .

Z,.w = - !p(.QR)nR' 1', (kv + kL •• ) ,

, .-

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

The valuesof kL ; , kt.!... kv.• and kD" , are generally obtained from wind-tunnel tests. '·If measure
ments of the drag denvatives are not available, approximate values can be deduced in terms
of the lift and flapping angle.

D = L( IX + all , . ,. (56)

LID = f LlL + L(Ll IX + Lla,) , (57)

Also,
u w

Lla, = a.,p' ,OR +a,.• V .

13
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Hence,

st: = !p(QR)' "R' [da(~: kL,. + kL + a,A) + dJ1, (~: kL,a' + kLa"p,)]. (59)

Equations (52) and (53) may be replaced by

X". - - !p(QR)"R' (kLa"p, + ~: kL,a') , (60)

x.: = - ip(QR)"R' :JkLa". + ~: kL,.)... (61)

The numerical values for the derivatives a". and a"., have to be taken from wind-tunnel tests
for the effective angle of attack and given by equation (13) or (14).

If the lift and drag coefficients of the rotor are referred to the forward speed, equations (52),
(53), (54), (55), (60) and (61) take the form

X". = ,.... !pV"R' (2CD+ J1,CD,.,) ,

X"w = +!pV"R' (CL - CD,.) ,

Z". = - !p V"R' (2CL+ J1,CL,p'),

z.; =-!pV"R'.(CD+CL,.) ,

X". = - !pV"R'(2CD + 1', ~:CL'Pl +J1,CLa"p,) ,

x.; = -!pV"R' (CLa,,a + ~:C~,.) .

(52a)

(53a)

(54a)

(55a)

(60a),

(61a)

Considering the influence of the fuselage and denoting the drag and pitching-moment coefficients
by

(62)

C _ M,
m,f -!pV'"R' . R '

the fuselage derivatives may be written

X". = - 2CD,f!pV"R',

X"W = -' CD,H !pV"R',

Z". = 0, .
Z,,~ = - CD.t!pV"R' ,

M,.• = 2Cm,t!pV"R'.R,

u.: = Cm,'i !pV"R' .R.

(63)

(64)

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

4, A utoroiation.s-Yr: autorotational flight, the incidence and tip-speed ratio of the rotor are
. no longer independent of each other. For each incidence there is a certain tip-speed ratio, and
the rotational speed of the rotor must be considered as an .additional degree of freedom.
However, it is very difficult to deal with the changes of rotor rotational speed with incidence
during the motion, and it is assumed that at each instant the rotational speed corresponds to
that in the steady state for the given incidence, as obtained from the relationship in Fig. 2, ,
The variation of rotational speed of the blade during its azimuth travel is also neglected,

14



(71)

(70)

In steady flight

CL

WeasT
= ip V'"R"

(
WSinT)

.CD = - CD,I + !p V'"R" ..

Hence, the force derivatives of the rotor are given by

X". = - lpV"R' 2CD ,

X"w = + lPV"R' (CL - CD,a) ,

(72)

(73)

Z". = - ip V"R' 2CL , (74)

_Z"w = - Ip V"R' (CD + CL,a) . (75)

The numerical values of CL,a and CD,a are generally obtained ' from wind-tunnel tests. If the
curves of CLand CD are.plotted against tip-speed ratio, itis convenient to write (73) and (75)
in the form

(76)

(77)

X,,~ = + ipV"R' (CL - CD,Pl!'1,a) ,

Z"W = -ipV"R' (CD + C"Plf'l,a) ,

where the values of f'l,a is also taken from the tests,

If the drag has to be estimated from the lift and flapping motion, equation (73) is replaced by

x.: = -ipV"R' (~: CL,a + CLal,a) , (78)

or s.; = - ip V"R~ (~: c.»; +CLal,a 1!'1,a) . (79)

The other derivatives can be calculated by equations (7) to (12). . I t is, noteworthy that in
autorotational flight the derivative M. is always zero, .

..

5. Vertical ,Descent in A utorotation--s-it: vertical descent '(Fig. 18)

W
T=-90deg, .CL= O,. CD= , V' R'

2P "

Also, if the rotor shaft is vertical 'and no cyclical pitch is imposed on the blades .

x = 0 and · (J, = 90 deg ,

and due to symmetry

CD,a = 0. :
Neglecting the force derivative of the fuselage we have

X; =Z.=O.oo

and the equations of motion become

X.~t .; ; it = 0 •

, W W '
Zww + ZI! + WO + Ii Vq - Ii W = 0 •

Mww +M,q -Ii] =0.

15
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As in the hovering state, the vertical'motion is no longer coupled with the longitudinal and
pitching motions of the helicopter. The vertical motion dies out aperiodically and the exponential
index is given by X.g/W. .

The other two equations give the frequency equation

. r' l~I _ r' (Z,J + ~ M,) + ~(ZwM, - MwZ, -Mw~ V) - MwW = 0, (84)

where for the Sikorsky R-4B configuration the term (ZwM,- MwZ,) becomes zero.

The equations for the calculation of the other derivatives are as given before. In determining
Z,.w from (75), it should be noted that CL •a is negative, as the lift coefficient decreases with
increasing angle of attack

6. Numerical Evaluation.-Due to the lack of appropriate wind-tunnel tests the rotor
derivatives in forward flight, both for power-on conditions and in autorotation, were deduced
from wind-tunnel tests of intermeshing rotors.' . The investigation of the vertical descent in
autorotation is based on model tests of autogyro rotors.' In this case the rotor tested was double
the solidity of the Sikorsky R-4B blades, and the air force coefficients have accordingly been
halved . . ' ' . .

The available data on the pitching moment of the fuselage was very poor. The derivatives of
t!'Je fuselage were based on the following assumptions

CD•r = 0,0173,

Cm., = (~0·572 + 2· 14i) 10-'.

. In evaluating the derivatives, the conditions given in Figs. 1 and 2 for the appropriate airspeeds
were used. Other relationships obtained from the flight observations were- , '.

(a) cyclical pitch against airspeed as taken from the curves of Ref. 1 for the appropriate centre
of gravity position, . . . . ' . . . ' .

(b) angle of tilt against airspeed as given in Ref. 2,
(c) rotor disc incidence from (b) and.the angle of descent (deduced from Figs. '1 and 2).

. .

The following tablegives the numerical values of the derivatives used in the stability calculations. .
The contributions of the fuselage to these derivatives are shown in. brackets. As there was no

. method of allowing for slipstream effects on the 'fuselage, the fuselage contributions to the total
derivatives in autorotation are the same as given for the helicopter flight.

Helicopter Flight Autorotation .
Vertical

Hovering 30 rn.p .h. 60 m.p.h. Descent . 30 m.p.h. 60 m.p.h,

X. Ibjftjsec - 2·02 - 3·8 (-2 ·0) - 6 ·2 (-4'0) - 19·4 - ' 15·1
X. Ibjftjsec 0 - 1·4 + 0·7 O· - 40·2 - 36·9
X, Ibjradnjsec + 99 +174 +183 +176 + 202
Z. Ibjlt/sec 0 - 16·1 . + 4 ·15 0 - 68 - 57
Zw Ibjltjsec -47'8 (-'-1'0) , - 65·5 (-2·0) - '1·2 -242 .-: 280
Z, Ibjradnjsec . +110 . - 21·6 + 61·6 + 6 ·6
M. ttlbjltjsec +10·3 + 9·9 (-1 ,4)' + 8 ·4 (-2 ·8) 0 0 0
M w' ft Ibjftjsec . O · + 14·1 (+2'5) + 20·2 (+5,0)' - 6·25 - '77 - 93
M, ttlb/radnjsec -512 -910 -'-945 -840 - 825 -1020

/
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FIG. 15. Nomenclature diagram.
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FIG. 19. Chart for coefficient A.
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